To: Zonal Directors, Nehru Yuva Kendra Sangathan, Rajasthan, Bihar, Madhya Pradesh, Odisha and Mahasrashtra

From: Dr. M.P. Gupta, Joint Director (Programme), NYKS Hqrs

Subject: Assimilation of Teen Clubs under UNFPA supported AHDP as Youth Clubs in NYKS fold - regarding

1. The UNFPA officials had a meeting with Secretary (Youth Affairs), Ministry of Youth Affairs & Sports, Govt of India few days ago.

2. After discussions, Secretary (Youth Affairs) desired that the Teen Clubs formed under UNFPA-assisted Adolescent Health and Development Project (AHDP) may further be groomed and motivated to get affiliated with NYKs (where the project was implemented), so that the momentum generated by their activities so far can be maintained and accelerated.

3. Therefore, all are requested to ask the concerned District’s Youth Coordinators to assimilate the Teen Clubs under AHDP as Youth Clubs in NYKs fold, provided the age group of their members is in the age group of 15 – 29 years.

4. Action taken report in the matter may be submitted to NYKS Hqrs latest by 20th June, 2016 so that Director General, NYKS and Ministry may be apprised accordingly.

Dr. M.P. Gupta
Joint Director (Programme)

CC:
- PPS to Secretary (Youth Affairs), MoYAS
- PS to all three Vice – Chairpersons and BOG Members
- PS to Joint Secretary (Youth Affairs), MoYAS
- PS to DG, NYKS

http://www.nyks.org